MOOG® Complete Pre-Assembled Steering Linkage

For Dodge Rams - Easy to Install, Saves Time

The MOOG® Complete Pre-Assembled Steering Linkage for Dodge Ram trucks is a complete, easy-to-install product that saves time by eliminating the need to identify, source and assemble all the individual parts required. Just as important, this MOOG steering linkage features premium quality materials that provide strength and durability for long-lasting performance and alignment – reducing tire wear and improving steering.

This component is designed as a direct steering linkage replacement for 2009-2013 Dodge Ram 2500/3500 trucks.

The MOOG pre-assembled steering linkage includes:

All necessary MOOG Tie Rod Ends, which feature:

- MOOG Problem Solver® gusher bearing technology and greaseable design.
- MOOG patented pressed-in cover plate design and Belleville washer, ensuring proper preload and consistent socket torque for the life of the part.

Premium components come pre-assembled for quick and easy installation. Simply install the complete linkage and set the alignment.
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